Variations in transcription termination signals of human respiratory syncytial virus clinical isolates affect gene expression.
Human respiratory syncytial virus (HRSV) has a single-stranded, negative-sense RNA genome with 10 genes encoding 11 proteins. Sequences at the beginning of the HRSV genes are highly conserved; however, the gene end sequences vary around a semiconserved consensus sequence, and the nontranscribed intergenic regions vary in both length and sequence. The regions at the junctions between HRSV genes (the gene end sequence of an upstream gene, intergenic region, and the gene start sequence of a downstream gene) contain elements required for efficient termination of the upstream gene and transcription of the downstream gene. Previous studies have examined variation in the HRSV coding sequences, but none have systematically analyzed the noncoding transcriptional control regions for variability. We determined the gene start and gene end sequences of each of the 10 HRSV genes from 14 clinical isolates for variations from the sequence of the prototype A2 strain. No changes were found in any of the gene start sequences. Eight of the 10 gene end sequences, however, contained variations. Several of these, a U(4)-tract instead of a U(6)- or U(5)-tract at the M and SH gene ends, respectively, (U(4)A) and an A-to-G change at position four in the G gene end (A4G), were predicted to affect termination and were examined for their effects on transcription. The changes were found to inhibit transcriptional termination, resulting in increased polycistronic readthrough and correspondingly reduced initiation of the downstream monocistronic mRNA. Viruses with the A4G variant G gene end sequence produced less F protein than those with A2-like G gene end sequences. Examination of additional G gene end sequences available in GenBank revealed that the observed A4G variation was restricted to one phylogenetic lineage of HRSV. All viruses examined within this lineage possessed this variant G gene end sequence. The data presented show that the gene end sequences of naturally occurring HRSV clinical isolates vary from those of the prototypic A2 strain and that certain of these changes inhibit efficient transcriptional termination and downstream gene expression.